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Repeat for Modules 1-5

Legend

Context Icons:

Individual Work

Whole Class

Task Icons:

Discuss

Problem Solve

Analyze

Create/Design

Instructor Orchestration

Introduce Activity

Start of Semester

Introduce the Cystic Fibrosis (CF) case
study
Describe the six modules students will
complete over the course of the semester

...
Read and Complete

Tasks for Modules 1-5

Module 1: Read Part 1 of the case study and
answer questions about CF as it relates to
Mendelian genetics and pedigrees.

Module 2: Read Part 2 of the case study, as well as
a section of a review article, and answer questions
about CF population genetics and genetic
counselling.

Module 3: Read Part 3 of the case study and
answer data-based questions about CF as it
relates to genotype-phenotype genetics.

Module 4: Read Part 4 of the case study and write
a Tweet for a lay audience describing the benefits
of CF screening.

Module 5: Read Part 5 of the case study dealing
with primary literature and answer questions about
CF as it relates to bacterial genetics.

...

Put Together Study
Information

Consolidate the case study information for
students.

...

Discuss Current
Findings

Attend a guest lecture with a CF researcher
Discuss current work related to treating CF

...

Include Examples and
Polls in Lectures

Include CF content in the lecture series:

Examples of CF as it relates to the genetic
concepts presented in lecture
Polling/in-class problem sets

...
Address Polls and

Problem Sets

Answer polling questions/problem sets related to
the lecture-based case study content.

...
Read and Create an

Active Agent

Module 6: Read Part 6 of the case study and
design an active agent for a vaccine against CF.

...

In this semester-long activity, students take on the role of a geneticist helping an individual recently diagnosed with cystic fibrosis (CF). Through the
case study, students learn to approach the CF genetics from multiple perspectives and develop scientific literacy and communication through reading
and writing exercises. See a full description here.



Make a Cartoon

Optional: Draw a cartoon to convey information
about CF for distribution to elementary school
children, based on the case study and guest
lecture content.

...


